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Abstract. Applications are increasingly coming equipped with a so-called dark 

mode. Our observation is that many computer enthusiasts are under the impres-

sion that dark mode in a way is better than the traditional light mode. This study 

sets out to explore this belief by observing if dark mode indeed poses any im-

provements in terms of productivity and quantity of errors over light mode.  A 

controlled experiment was designed involving a visually intensive text entry 

task using a virtual keyboard with an unfamiliar layout. The results indicate that 

there were no differences between dark mode and light mode in terms of 

productivity and quantity of errors. 
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1 Introduction 

According to Google Trends the term “Dark mode” emerged suddenly around the 

summer of 2018. During the last year or so there have been an increase in software 

applications and platforms that promote their dark mode configuration. For example, 

the widely used IOS and iPadOS platforms got a dark mode in their version 13 up-

date.  

In short, dark mode can be understood as an inverted text background-foreground 

configuration where the text in the foreground is bright and the background is dark, 

whereas light mode involves dark text in the foreground on a bright background. 

One rationale for dark mode is that it is claimed to be better for the eyes when de-

vices are used for prolonged periods under dim lighting conditions [1, 2]. For in-

stance, children using their smartphones at night. Another rationale for using a dark 

mode is to save power [3]. Given display technologies where the background light of 

individual pixels can be turned off, such as with organic light emitting diodes (OLED) 

power can be saved if most of the pixels remain in an off-state, and hence black state 

[4]. 
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Several development tools such as Eclipse also offer dark mode configurations, al-

so called dark themes. Our impressionistic experiences are that computer science 

students often have opinions and preferences for or against dark mode. Some argue 

that dark mode is “better”. The alleged benefits of dark mode in environments with 

low lighting does not necessarily apply to development tools when these are used 

during daytime in well-lit office spaces such as those found in workplaces, institu-

tions, schools and universities. Also, the argument of power saving does not hold for 

mains-connected desktop computers. 

There is not a shortage of opinions regarding dark mode and dark user interfaces 

although few opinions are based on empirical evidence documented in peer-reviewed 

sources. A blog post UX designers Niklos Phillips [5] identifies that dark mode is 

often used in interfaces related to film such as Apple TV and Netflix to achieve dra-

matic effect and as an convention often used in entertainment, as well as reasons of 

branding. Dark user interfaces are also commonly observed in gaming, probably for 

the similar reasons. Phillips argues that dark user interfaces work well for such enter-

tainment contexts as content is often viewed at a distance in dimly lit rooms. He fur-

ther argues that dark mode is not effective in text and data intensive applications and 

when there is a mix of different types of contents.  

This study, therefore, was initiated to explore dark mode in the context of produc-

tivity under normal lighting conditions to determine whether dark mode during day-

time leads to better productivity and fewer errors than the traditional light mode. Or, 

is dark mode just an esthetical gimmick that looks impressive? 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews related 

work, followed by a description of the experimental method, results and discussion. 

The conclusions section closes the paper. 

2 Related work 

As revealed by Google Trends, «Dark mode» appears to be quite a recent term. At the 

time of writing, we were only able to identify two academic papers that mention dark 

mode explicitly in the title [6, 7]. Both studies addressed dark mode in terms of trans-

parent heads up displays and transparent augmented reality displays. Although not 

mentioned explicitly, the notion that negative text polarity is better with technologies 

relying on beam splitting such as augmented reality, teleprompters, etc., is well 

known [8] as the dark background is not reflected by the beam splitter (half-mirror) 

while the bright text is reflected and overlaid with the background image.  

Although the term dark mode appears recent, the idea of dark and light modes is 

far from new. The effects of positive and negative text polarity have been studied 

extensively, where positive text polarity is analogous to light mode and negative text 

polarity is analogous to dark mode. Interestingly, most of the literature on text polari-

ty recommends positive text polarity over negative text polarity [9, 10, 11], that is, the 

studies recommend light mode for text reading tasks. Only in some cases, involving 

certain types of visual impairment, is negative text polarity found to improve readabil-

ity [12] and some applications and operating systems have high contrast modes as 
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well as some digital text magnifiers [13, p 91]. For example, Microsoft Windows 

implements their high contrast mode using negative text polarity. 

Note that these studies mostly focus on text in conjunction with extended reading 

tasks. Computer usage does indeed vary slightly as it involves also visual recognition 

tasks where user recognizes images and symbols besides reading text. Moreover, the 

readability studies are often based around the paper metaphor with either text in black 

ink on paper, or the background printed in black ink with the text as the paper-white 

background. In fact, modern display technologies are able to display millions of col-

ors and hence a very large number of text-background combinations is possible. In 

one sense, the notion of dark mode must in such a context be understood as the 

brightness of the background being darker than the brightness of the foreground text. 

Usually, colors are adjusted according to three main parameters, namely their hue, 

brightness and saturation [14]. Although the brightness varies with the hue and vari-

ous saturation settings, the main effect on brightness is via the brightness setting. 

Accessibility guidelines therefore focus on ensuring enough contrast between the 

background and the foreground [15, 16, 17] thereby resulting in various contrast tools 

[18, 19, 20]. There is comparatively little focus on negative versus positive text polar-

ity.  

Personalization is a much-studied topic [21, 22]. Personalization help accessing ex-

isting content on emerging platforms [23] and help individuals with reduced function-

ing to access content [24]. A study of smartphone personalization [25] revealed both 

gender differences in the way they are personalized and also that personalization has a 

positive effect on the perceived usability. Personalization has also been connected to 

adaptable systems [26]. 

3 Method 

3.1 Experimental design 

A controlled 2 × 2 mixed experiment was designed with two independent variables 

and two dependent variables. The independent variables comprised the within-groups 

factor mode with the levels dark and light, and the between groups factor preference 

with the levels preference for dark mode and preference for light mode. Productivity 

in terms of words per minute (wpm) and error rates were measured as dependent vari-

ables.  

3.2 Participants 

A total of 16 participants was recruited for the experiment of which one was female. 

The participants were all computer science students at the authors’ university, and 

they were all in their twenties. The narrow cohort of computer science students is 

particularly relevant for this experiment as we assumed that computer science stu-

dents would be more familiar with the concept of dark mode compared to the general 

population. Participants were screened before the experiment in which they were 

asked about their preference for dark mode or light mode. This allowed us to recruit a 
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balanced set comprising 8 participants with a preference for dark mode and 8 partici-

pants with a preference for light mode. The recruiting process revealed that there were 

slightly more people with a preference for light mode, yet it was relatively easy to 

recruit a completely balanced set of participants with both preferences. 

 

 

Fig. 1. A screenshot of the virtual alphabetical keyboard in dark mode.  

 

Fig. 2. A screenshot of the virtual alphabetical keyboard in light mode. 

3.3 Task 

In order to measure the difference with the use of dark versus light mode a visually 

intensive pointing task was set up involving text copying task using a virtual onboard 

keyboard. Text entry is a workload intensive task that most users understand which 

phenomena is studied extensively [27, 28]. To make it harder for the participants al-

phabetically ordered keyboards were used instead of a Qwerty keyboard as it was 

assumed that most users would be too familiar with the Qwerty layout [29, 30]. Stud-

ies have shown that users enter text significantly slower with alphabetical layouts [31, 

32]. The lack of familiarity with the alphabetical keyboard was thus expected to in-

duce a more intense visual search for the letters. MacKenzie and Soukoreff’s com-

monly used list of 500 phases was used in the experiment [33]. 
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3.4 Equipment 

The experiment was conducted using a laptop computer and a mouse. The text was 

entered into OneNote using a virtual keyboard with an alphabetical layout. This key-

board could be configured to both light and dark mode, respectively. The customiza-

ble Hot Virtual Keyboard was selected for the experiments (https://hot-virtual-

keyboard.com/). The dark mode keyboard used is shown in Fig. 1 and light mode 

keyboard used is shown in Fig. 2. The text copying task was performed by controlling 

the pointer using a mouse. The text-copying task was timed using a stopwatch. 

3.5 Procedure  

Steps were taken to balance the experiment to avoid biases. The text phrases were 

divided into two sets. Half of the participants started in dark mode and finished in 

light mode, and vice versa. For each mode half the participants used the first set of 

text phrases and the other half the second set of text phrases. After the sessions the 

participants were briefly interviewed regarding their experiences during the session.  

Participation was voluntary and anonymous. As the experiment was conducted in 

one session no identifying mechanisms had to be employed to link sessions. The Gen-

eral Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) therefore did not apply for this study. 

3.6 Analysis 

The results were analyzed using JASP version 0.10.0.0.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Productivity in mean words per minute. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.  

4 Results 

Figure 3 shows the results of the experiments in terms of productivity. Clearly, the 

mean words per minute for both groups under both conditions are quite similar and 

the 95% confidence intervals for all the point estimates overlaps. There is thus no 

evidence to support that there are any effects of either preference or mode of opera-
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tion. A two-way mixed anova confirms the lack of significant effect both for mode of 

operation (F(1, 14) = 0.680, p = .423) and preference (F(1, 14) = 0.189, p = .671). 

The confidence intervals reveal that the participants who preferred dark mode exhibit-

ed a larger spread in the light mode condition, while similarly the participants who 

preferred light mode exhibited a larger spread in the dark mode.  

 

Fig. 4. Error rate in percent. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.  

Figure 4 shows the results of the error rate observations. Clearly, the error rates are 

similar for the light (left) and dark (right) modes. The mean point estimates for the 

participants who prefer light mode (white bars) is nearly twice as large as those of the 

participants who prefer dark mode (gray bars). However, the confidence intervals 

overlap, and one may therefore not conclude on any effective difference between the 

two groups. The participants who preferred light mode also exhibited a much larger 

spread than the participants who preferred dark mode. When comparing light mode 

with dark mode, there was a higher error rate with dark mode compared to the light 

mode for both groups. Again, the confidence intervals for the participants who pre-

ferred light mode overlaps too much for us to conclude that there are any significant 

differences. However, the confidence intervals for the participants who prefer dark 

mode overlap just slightly. A non-parametric Wilcoxon test confirms that there is no 

significant difference between light and dark mode for participants who preferred 

dark mode (W = 10.5, p = .326). 

The following observations were made during the post session interviews of the 

participants. Nearly all the participants reported that they felt they improved using the 

alphabetical keyboard from the first to the second session, hence confirming a per-

ceived learning effect. However, the experiment was balanced so this should have not 

affected the results. Participants’ subjective opinions regarding the two keyboards 

varied. Most of the participants did not think that the mode affected their text entry 

speed nor error rate. However, they reported that one mode was more comfortable 

than the other. When asked about whether one mode made it easier to search and find 

the letters several participants responded positively, especially for the dark mode. But 

these were mostly participants who preferred dark mode in the first place. Our im-

pressions from the interview is that users who prefer dark mode were more conscious 

about the aesthetical appearance and comfort rather than speed and errors.  
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5 Discussion 

The results quite clearly confirm that there were no significant differences between 

productivity using dark mode or light mode. Our results therefore do not give support 

to the claim that dark mode results in improved productivity. Clearly, as revealed by 

the participant recruitment process users are quite divided in their opinions and pref-

erences for the visual profile of the user interfaces as it was easy to locate participants 

with preferences for either of the two interfaces. One may thus speculate that the 

choice of dark mode is more an expression of a user’s identity rather than a choice 

founded in ergonomic rationales. In shared office it is common to peek on colleagues’ 

desktops, and dark mode may be a means for users to express their individuality or 

get the focus of attention. Some users may want their setup to be visually different 

and fancier than what is offered by the default configurations. Moreover, one may 

argue that people occasionally like variation and that a switch from light to dark mode 

can contribute to this perception of change.  

However, some differences were observed. The fact that the participants exhibited 

a larger spread in the least preferred condition supports a speculation that participants 

exhibit more consistent results in their preferred mode. More consistent results under 

preferred conditions is a tendency one would expect. 

Although not significantly different, the results for the participants with a prefer-

ence for dark mode exhibited a higher performance in all conditions, that is practical-

ly higher text entry rates and lower error rates. Thus, one may speculate whether the 

preference for dark mode is a predictor of someone particularly computer savvy, or 

particularly enthusiastic about the use of computers. To be aware of dark mode some-

one is likely to actively follow recent technology trends and developments. 

It is interesting to observe the (non-significant) practical difference in error rates 

between the two modes which indicates that there may be more errors associated with 

dark mode. However, the low number of participants may be one explanation for why 

we were unable to detect any significant differences. It may thus be worthwhile to 

explore this further in a follow up experiment with a larger number of participants. In 

fact, a higher ratio of errors in dark mode would be consistent with previous studies of 

how text polarity affects readability [9, 10, 11]. 

Clearly, as documented in the literature, there may be contexts where dark mode 

poses benefits over light mode, for instance, when a device is used in a room with 

little lighting at night over prolonged times [1, 2], when an economic power plan is 

needed with battery powered devices [3, 4] or when if a user has reduced vision [12]. 

However, issues related to lighting conditions, prolonged computer use, power con-

sumption and disability is beyond the scope of this study. 

5.1 Limitations 

This study only included 16 participants, with only 8 participants in each group. This 

is a very small sample, and it is hard to even detect large significant differences with 

such few data points. Future work should therefore include more participants.  
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This study was also limited to a very narrow cohort expected to be more enthusias-

tic and aware of dark mode. The results therefore provide no foundations for how the 

results generalize to the general population of computer users. Further work should 

also include non-computer science users as dark mode is present in application target-

ed at the general population of computer users.  

6 Conclusions 

This study explored the effects of dark mode commonly found in modern user inter-

faces on productivity. A visually intensive pointing task involving text entry on a 

virtual keyboard in the two modes was conducted. The results indicate that there are 

no significant effects of dark mode on neither productivity nor errors. Although no 

observed effects on productivity, one should not underestimate users’ perceived en-

joyment and satisfaction with their personalized user interface configurations.  
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